Date: June 14th, 2022
To: BPRW Commission
From: Meghan O’Daniel, Community Garden & Parks Outreach Coordinator
RE: Shake! Special Use Permit for June 17th, 2022

Request for a Special Use Permit and waiver at North Beach to allow for amplified sound.

From the organizer:

“My name is Jakee Zaccor and I am a Yoga teacher at Sangha Studio here in Burlington and also am an entrepreneur that owns JZaccor Designs and I mostly deal in creative, photo, video and branding work! I am expanding my offerings to include a set of events I am calling Wellness Inspired Nightlife. This was an idea born of my journey living without alcohol and needing and now creating ways to bring people together in a community in a safe, joyful container. Shake is a substance-free dance party for people of all ages, shapes, sizes and dance abilities. The vibes are high and attracts a conscientious and tuned in crowd of humans looking to connect and move to the music! We will start with "happiest hour" a movement class and talk offered by my cohort Joanna Dawson of Health in Effect. Then a small warmup set to get people together and then the full set of 1 hour and 15 minutes of high vibes dance music that is good for all ages. We are anticipating 20-40 people and hoping to make this a more regular thing if we get the people we are hoping to! We start and end with a meditation.”

They are requesting to have amplified sound take place from 6:30pm – 9pm.

The point of contact for the event is Jakee Zaccor.

It is on a day with no conflicting events and they have already rented the shelter.

Staff Recommendations:
Allow for Special Use Permit including a waiver for amplified sound.